Cryptic Crossword No. 93

Starting at the circle, enter the answers into the grid in a continuous spiral towards the centre. The grey squares indicate the beginnings and ends of words. The clues are not enumerated and given in a random order.

A signal to broadcast pleasant reminiscences
 Allowed member to bring along a beginner
 Both characters hiding in network
 Country’s river and mountain range
 Heated uprisings concealed by mounted cavalry
 Heathen plan to blow up compound
 Hi-energy TV broadcast for all
 Large viper is a snake? Quite the opposite!
 Mad gang run at a mammoth
 Pay attention to chasing good sparkle
 Purifying Texan group I assembled
 Recognise science behind alternating current
 Score halved before a capital resolution
 Try ultimately gaining desire
 Understanding a herald welcoming gents
 Verify ex-Yugoslav owner
 We French accept toxic stuffing is unpleasant
 Wind tears up a vertical tail
 You and I think leader’s swimming
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